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This book is a comprehensive and beginner-friendly guide to billiards. Written in clear language

and illustrated with simple diagrams, this handbook is ideal for the beginner, and will also be of

utility to more experienced players looking to hone their skills. From holding the cue to

calculating complicated shots, “Scientific Billiards” covers it all, and would make for a worthy

addition to any bookshelf. Contents include: “Billiard Games”, “The Cue”, “The Stance”, “The

Bridge”, “Making the Shot”, “English, Draw, and Follow”, “Massé Shots”, “Position Play”, “Rail

Nurses”, “Balkline vs. Three-Cushion”, “The Three-Cushion Shot”, “Diamond System”,

“Avoiding Kisses”, “Safety Play”, “Art of Practising”, “In Conclusion”, “Billiard Talk”, etc. Many

vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive. We are

republishing this volume now in an affordable, high-quality edition complete with a specially

commissioned new introduction on snooker, pool, and billiards.
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Pool and SnookerCue sports, also known as billiard sports, are a wide variety of games of skill,

generally played with a cue stick, used to strike billiard balls, moving them around a cloth-

covered billiards table bounded by rubber cushions. Historically, the umbrella term was billiards.

While that familiar name is still employed by some as a generic label for all such games, the

word’s usage has splintered into more exclusive competing meanings in various parts of the

world. For example, in British and Australian English, ‘billiards’ usually refers exclusively to the

game of English billiards, while in American and Canadian English, it is sometimes used to

refer to a particular game or class of games, or to all cue games in general, depending upon

dialect and context. The World Professional Billiards and Snooker Association (WPBSA) was

established in 1968 to regulate the professional game, while the International Billiards and

Snooker Federation (IBSF) regulates the amateur games.There are three major subdivisions of

games within cue sports: ‘Carom billiards’, referring to games played on tables without pockets,

typically 10 feet in length, including balkline and straight rail, cushion caroms, three-cushion

billiards, artistic billiards and four-ball. ‘Pool’, covering numerous pocket billiards games

generally played on six-pocket tables of 7-, 8-, or 9-foot length, including among others eight-

ball (the world’s most widely played cue sport), nine-ball, ten-ball, straight pool, one-pocket and

bank pool. And ‘Snooker / English Billiards’; games played on a billiards table with six pockets

called a snooker table (which has dimensions just under 12 ft by 6 ft). Such games are

classified entirely separately from pool, based on a separate historical development, as well as

a separate culture and terminology that characterize their play. More obscurely, there are

games that make use of obstacles and targets, and table-top games played with disks instead

of balls.Billiards has a long and rich history stretching from its inception in the fifteenth century.

Legendarily, Mary Queen of Scots was buried wrapped in her much loved billiard table cover in

1586. The sport has been mentioned many times in the works of Shakespeare, including the

famous line ‘let’s to billiards’ in Antony and Cleopatra (1606-7). There have also been many

famous enthusiasts of the sport, including Mozart, Louis XIV of France, Marie Antoinette,

Immanuel Kant, Napoleon, Abraham Lincoln and Mark Twain. All cue sports are generally

regarded to have evolved into indoor games from outdoor stick-and-ball lawn games

(retroactively termed ground billiards), and as such to be related to trucco, croquet and golf,

and more distantly to the stickless bocce and balls. The word ‘billiard’ may have evolved from

the French word billart or billette, meaning ‘stick’, and a recognizable form of billiards was

played outdoors in the 1340s, reminiscent of croquet.King Louis XI of France (1461–1483) had

the first known indoor billiard table, and having further refined and popularised the game, it

swiftly spread amongst the French nobility. Early billiard games involved various pieces of

additional equipment, including the ‘arch’ (related to the croquet hoop), ‘port’ (a different hoop)

and ‘king’ (a pin or skittle near the arch) in the 1770s. However other game variants, relying on

the cushions (and eventually on pockets cut into them), were being formed that would go on to

play fundamental roles in the development of modern billiards. The early croquet-like games

eventually led to the development of the carom or carambole billiards category, what most non-

Commonwealth and non-US speakers today mean by the word ‘billiards’. These games, which

once completely dominated the cue sports world have declined markedly over the last few



generations. They were traditionally played with three or sometimes four balls, on a table

without holes (and without obstructions or targets in most cases), in which the goal is generally

to strike one object ball with a cue ball, then have the cue ball rebound off of one or more of

the cushions and strike a second object ball.Over time, a type of obstacle returned, originally

as a hazard and later as a target, in the form of pockets, or holes partly cut into the table bed

and partly into the cushions, leading to the rise of pocket billiards, including ‘pool’ games such

as eight-ball, nine-ball and snooker. Today, there are many variations of ‘billiards’ including

Straightline rail, Balkline and Three-chsion billiards. Two-player or team-games such as ‘Eight-

ball’, where the goal is to pocket all of one’s designated group of balls (either stripes vs. solids,

or reds vs. yellows, depending upon the equipment), and then pocket the 8 ball in a called

pocket, or ‘Nine-ball’, where the goal is to pocket the 9 ball, through hitting (each time) the

lowest-numbered object ball remaining on the table – have become very popular. ‘Snooker’ is

largely played in the United Kingdom; by far the most common cue sport at competitive level,

and a major national pastime. It is played in many other countries, although is unpopular in

America, where eight-ball and nine-ball dominate, and Latin-America where carom games

dominate. The first International Snooker Championship was held in 1927, and it has been held

annually since then with few exceptions.Welker Cochran, holder of the world’s 18.2 balkline

title.ToProfessor Lanson W. Perkinswho took me in hand at the age of fourteen and taught me

the fundamentals of billiards, I dedicate this volume, with the fervent hope that it may be as

helpful to my readers as his patient and kindly instructions were to me.WELKER

COCHRAN.FOREWORDBilliards is a game for all. Men, women, and children find in it a mild

and beneficial exercise, a simple and wholesome relaxation, and a spirited form of competition

that calls for a great deal of skill and ingenuity.Few games offer all of these advantages—and

the combination of them in billiards is the reason for its universal appeal. It is one of the world’s

oldest sports and its origin dates back to the dim days of antiquity. Reference to the game is

made by writers as far back as 400 B. C.Although the sport has developed and changed

through the centuries, it has always been a favorite. Even as long ago as 1674, an author,

describing various games, declared that billiards “for the excellency of the recreation, is much

approved of and played by most nations of Europe, especially England, there being few towns

of note therein which hath not a public billiard table, neither are they wanting in many noble

and private families in the country.”To play some form of billiards is a simple matter. All that one

needs do is to hit a ball around a billiard table, and sooner or later he will score a point

according to whatever type of game it might be. But it is not human nature merely to want to

play a game. All of us want to excel—and this book is designed to help make that desire a

reality.The author of it, Welker Cochran, for many years has been one of the outstanding

figures in the billiard world. He has held championships at both balkline and three-cushion

styles—an achievement as remarkable as though one were to set world’s records in the 100-

yard dash and the 2-mile run on the same afternoon.Along with his wide knowledge of the

game, Mr. Cochran also has a splendid insight into the problems of the average billiard player.

He has written this book with the constant thought in mind that the greatest value of the printed

word is to permit others to share the things that you have learned.Using it properly, the

beginner and the advanced billiard player alike will find this book a short cut to improvement

and greater enjoyment—no matter what type of billiards they may play.TABLE OF

CONTENTSForewordPart I—Billiard Fundamentals1. �Billiard Games2. �The Cue3. �The Stance4. �

The Bridge5. �Making the ShotPart II—Balkline Billards1. �English, Draw, and Follow2. �Massé

Shots3. �Position Play4. �Rail NursesPart III—Three-Cushion Billiards1. �Balkline vs. Three-

Cushion2. �The Three-Cushion Shot3. �Diamond System4. �Avoiding Kisses5. �Safety PlayPart IV—



Hints and Suggestions1. �Art of Practicing2. �In ConclusionBilliard TalkTABLE OF

ILLUSTRATIONSWelker CochranBalklines and anchorsLagging, stringing, or bankingBalance

of cueIncorrect gripsCorrect gripJudging distancePreparing to shoot: steps 1 and 2Preparing to

shoot: step 3Improper positionsCorrect bridgeCommon, but poor, bridgeBridge for rail

shotBridge over object ballLong bridgeCorrect draw backFollow-throughDraw, massé, and

followStart of draw shotFinish of draw shot
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James, “I'm happy with it but many might not pick up on .... A book for the die hard pool player

who is looking for small edges. It is mostly about fundamentals and there are strong insights

for an expert player. I was researching Professor Lanson Perkins and thought this book would

have some of his lost billiard knowledge in it. It is a very simple book with few diagrams of

shots, it does cover professional fundamentals, masse, balkline and 3 cushion. I'm happy with

it but many might not pick up on the subtle points Welker makes and not see the value in it.”

The book by Elizabeth S. Trafalgar has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided

feedback.
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